Effects of Maxillary Skeletal Expansion on Upper Airway Airflow: A Computational Fluid Dynamics Analysis.
The effect of maxillary skeletal expansion (MSE) on upper airway in adolescent patients is not clear. The purpose of this study was to determine the upper airway airflow with MSE treatment using computational fluid dynamics analysis. Three-dimensional upper airway finite element models fabricated from cone beam computed tomography images were obtained before and after treatment in an adolescent patient with maxillary constriction. Turbulent analyses were applied. The nasal cavity (NC) was divided into 6 planes along the y-axis and the pharynx was divided into 7 planes in the z-axis. Changes in cross-sectional area, airflow velocity, pressure, and total resistance at maximum expiration and maximum inspiration were determined at each plane after MSE treatment. The greatest increase in area occurred in the oropharynx which was around 40.65%. The average increase in area was 7.42% in the NC and 22.04% in the pharynx. The middle part of pharynx showed the greatest increase of 212.81 mm and 217.99 mm or 36.58% and 40.66%, respectively. During both inspiration and expiration, airflow pressure decreased in both the NC and pharynx, which ranged from -11.34% to -23.68%. In the NC, the average velocity decrease was -0.18 m/s at maximum expiration (ME) and -0.13 m/s at maximum inspiration (MI). In the pharynx, the average velocity decrease was -0.07 m/s for both ME and MI. These results suggest that treatment of maxillary constriction using MSE appliance may show positive effects in improvement of upper airway cross-sectional areas and reduction of upper airway resistance and velocity.